Bayesian belief networks can be used to represent and to reason about complex systems with uncertain, incomplete and conflicting information. Belief networks are graphs encoding and quantifying probabilistic dependence and conditional independence amoo g variables. One type of reasoning of interest in diagnosis is called abductive inference (determination of the global most probable system description given the values of any partial subset of variables). In some cases, abductive inference can be performed with exact algorithms using distributed network computations but it is an NP-hard problem and complexity increases drastically with the pesence of undirected cycles, number of discrete states per variable, and number of variables in the network. This paper describes an · approximate method based on genetic algorithms to perform abductive inference in large, multiply connected networks for which complexity is a COilCfZJl when using most exact methods and for which systematic search methods are not feasible. The theoretical adequacy of the method is discussed and preliminary experlmental results are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Bayesian belief networks are graphs used to model uncertain systems by qualitatively and quantitatively encoding conditional dependence and independence among the system variables. Belief networks (BN) have a sound theoretical basis, are consistent with probability theory, and constitute a powerful too l in decision analysis and probabilistic reasoning in general. Recently developed methods for propagating probability infonnation in the belief network structure have improved the ease with which probability data can be manipulated. These methods use distributed parallel computations in which probabilistic values are locally propagated between neighboring nodes in the belief network (Pearl 1988 However, for large multiply connected networks, exact inference may not be feasible, rendering approximate algorithms an attractive alternative. Specifically, abductive inference with Bayesian belief networks is an NP-hard problem (Cooper 1990) , and similarly, all the exact methods are highly sensitive to the connec tedness of the networks (Horvitz 1990) . Complexity increases with the number of variables in the system, the number of states per variable, and the number of undirected cycles in the network.
Diff erent methods exist to find the most probable globally consistent explanation given the evidence. Pearl (1988) proposed an exact algorithm which can fmd the two best explanations for singly connected networks, but its growth is exponential for multiply connected networks. Shimony and Charniak (1990) obtain the maximum a posteriori (MAP) assignment of values by using a best first search on a modified belief network. The algorithm naturall y extends to fmd next-best ass ignments, is linear in the size of polytrees but exponential in the general case. Peng and Reggia (1987) formalize causal and probabilistic assoc iative knowledge in a two level network which associates disorders and manifestations. The structure is a special case of a belief network and calculations are computationally complex if multiple simultaneous disordel'S may occur . This paper explores the use and performance of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to fmd approximate near-optimal solutions in large and multiply connected belief networks. Section 2 summ arizes the belief network framework and Section 3 describes the fundamentals of genetic algorithms. Section 4 discusses the adequacy of applying GAs to abductive inference in belief networks and describes in detail one genetic algorithm used. Section S describes four network examples and Section 6 presents experimental results on the performance of GALGO, an object-oriented implementation. A discussion of the results is presented in Section 7 along with future directions of research. Conditioning includes identifying the loo ps and selecting the minimal set of nodes whose instantiation breaks cycles. Clustering involves the aggregation of several nodes into a single node whose possible states are combinations of the states of the individual nodes.
BELIEF NETWORKS
Methods f<r Gaussian continuous variables have also been proposed (Shachter 1989) .
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Approximate algorithms constitute a viable alternative when the size and topology of a problem render it intractable. The trade-off involves accepting a near optimal solution in a feasible time. The method proposed in this paper to perform inference takes advantage of the BN framework to represent an uncertain system. The use of GAs to solve belief networks seems to be a simple yet powerful combination of a knowledge representation paradigm and an effiCient inference engine. To the best knowledge of the authors, this approach has not bee n published before. To understand why GAs are particularly suited to perform inference in BNs, a review of the underlying concepts of these appr oximate algorithms is necessary .
Genetic algorithms are search procedures based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics (Goldberg 1989 
THE ALGORITHM BEHIND GALGO
Conventional GAs use three genetic operators (1) selection, (2) crossover, and (3) mutation, which are introduced in this section. The proposed algorithm extends the conventional notion of GAs and can be described more accurately as evolution programming (Michalewicz 1992) since it uses non-binary alphabets, graphs instead of strings, and graph-qxntors.
4.1

Representation
A solution or individual is conventionally represented by a string of integers or chromosome which encodes the individual genotype. Each position or gene in the string corresponds to one variable in the belief network. Each gene can take a number of values or alleles from a finite discrete alphabet which may be diff etent f<r each gene and corresponds to the number of discrete values that the variable can assum e in the belief network. This first step is simple and is one of the factors which makes GAs so attrac tive for BNs. This simplicity notion is formalized as the prillcipl� of millimal alpltabets (Goldberg 1989) .
The desirable re�ntational feature of a low number of alle les per gene is naturall y satisfied.
A non-conventional representation is used in this paper to represent a genotype. Since the evolution of individual solutions is based on the notion of succes sful compact bloCks inherited through generations, it seem s reasonable to construct these blocks in a form such that their elements are as closely related as poss ible. Adjacency in the graph corre sponds to what can be called ��mantic clos�Mss. It would be desirable to have neighboring nodes in the graph be neighbors in the genotype string. However, in the mapping from the graph to the string some nodes are necessarily separated The structure which naturally satisfies this property is another graph.
TIK-refore, in this algorithm, individuals in the population are graphs, and the elements of the compact blocks are almost always neighboring nodes.
GAs require the existence of a metric in the space of possible solutions. In this case thele is a clearly defined metric, the absolute probability of each poss ible solution (or point in the search space, or system state in the BN space). Within the belief network framework performing this calculation is straightforward for the special case in which all the nodes have bee n instantiated (assigned a value) which is precisely the case that arises in this representation. The fitness metric corre sponds to the individual phenotype and is a product with one factor for each node. Each factor is either a prior probability (for root nodes) or a conditional probability (for internal and leaf nodes). These probabilities are efficiently star¢ and retrieved using multidimensional arrays. To each genotype (set of variable-value ass ignments) cmesponds a phenotype (fitness metric or probability).
Parameters
The GA algorithm requires the specification of several parameters. The main parameters quantify the population size, crossover rate and mutation frequency. The total population is the number of possible solutions and is usually a very large number. The �volving population is the number of individuals from which the final solution will evolve and is a small fraction, �led �volving fraction, of the total population. The br��ding s�l�ctivity is the fraction of the evolving population which constitutes the poo l from which parents are chosen for breeding. The br��ding population is the number of individuals which make up the parents poo l. The average life tim� of individuals can be specified and is the avezage number of generations an individual stays in the evolving population set, before being displaced by better individuals. The INUialion freq�ncy is the fraction of the evolving population which suffers a mutation each generation. Mutations typically occ ur with a low frequency and consist of random changes inttoduced into the population to guarantee diversity and to prevent convergence to a local maximum. Finally the number of g�nerations refers to the number of iterations in the algorithm. As suggested by (Grefenstette 1986 ) these parameters can be meta-optimized with 8llOtl1ez GA.
Seledioa
The initial population of individuals is created randomly and has a size much small ez than the total population . It is expected to randomly and uniformly sample all the search space. AU individuals are guaranteed to have legal genotypes by assigning to each uninstantiated gene an allele ·(value) from the specific alphabet of each gene (variable). An arbitrarily specified fraction (1/average lifetime) of the evolving population is replaced in each generati�n by new individuals. Individuals with the lowest fitness are replaced. New individuals are created by combining parents, which are selected among the best found in the previous generation.
Selection of the best individuals can proceed accordin g to different criteria. Three methods have been implemented.
In the fust, the probability of being selected as a parent (for each individual contained in the breedin g population)
is proportional to the phenotype of the individual. In the second method the probability of being selected is
proportional to a monotonic function of the phenotype of the individual (i.e. f(phenotype)=1/(log2(phenotype) ). This function can be used to control the sensitivity of the algorithm to fitness values. In the third method the prObability for each individual is the same for all elements of the breeding population. This criterion reduces sensitivity to phenotype values. Sensitivity reduction can also be accom plished by using a function of the rank of each individual.
Immediately after each new individual is created, its phenotype or fitness is asses sed and stored. In an iterative pucedure, elements of each generation are sorted to choose which will be replaced and which will be used as parents for the next generation.
Crossover (reprodudion)
New. individuals are obtained by crossover of selected individuals of the previous generation. Two parents can aeate one or two children, being the latte r the choice to avoid loosing potentially useful new individuals. The genotype of each new individual is made up by combining the genotypes of the parents. In traditional GAs two parents are copied into two children, two positions are randomly chosen in the new strings and the genes located between the two positions are interchanged. In this puticular case, since individuals are represented as graphs, a cluster, which is a subset of the nodes in the BN, is interchanged. In the first step, each pair of children is created as a copy of the pair of parents. Second, a node is randomly chosen to be the center of the cluster.
Determining the cluster elements is extremely simple since the only constrain t is that all nodes located less than N links away from the center node be included. N is chosen to contain flbout half of the nodes in the cluster.
In the third step tOO clust« is interchanged. By doing this the genotype of each resulting child is a combination of the genotypes of both parents. More elaborate cluster construction algorithms might improve performance by optimally identifying loosely connected components but these algorithms are expected to be computationally expensive.
Mutation
A mutation is a random change in one allele of the genotype of one individual. The mutation frequency is usually very low. and its goal is to maintain diversity in the population ro avoid premature convergence. The BN can be used for predictive reasoning or diagnostic abductive inference in which case any arbitrary subset of the variables may be instantiated (ass igned a known value) during the inference process . Instantiated values are not changed by the mutation ro guarantee that all individuals retain legal and meaningful genotypes.
Performance Evaluation
Useful measures of the perfonnance of the algorithm include (1) the presence or absence of the optimal solution in the evolving population, (2) the distance between the best individual and the optimal one, (3) the acc umulated probability mass in the best n solutions, (4) the fraction of offspring which improves over its ancestors , (5) on-line performance (the average fitness in the population), (6) off-line performance (fitness of the best individual)).
Criteria (I) and (2) can be used for algorithm development purposes by comparing with the result of a systematic enumeration (only on small problems) of all possible solutions. 
EXAMPLES
Four networks are used to illustrate the algorithm and to explore its performance. These examples have diff erent sizes and degrees of connectivity. The first network, BNl, is an abstraction of a singly connected belief network model for a section of a chemical plant (Rojas-Guzman 1992) whose topology is shown in Figure 1 . This network has 13 nodes and its probability parameters were obtained from behavioral descriptions. The numbers inside the nodes are node identifiers and the small rwmbess outside each node indicate the number of discrete states of the node. The corresponding prior and conditional probabilities are included in Table 1 . From a systematic enumeration of the 12,288 points which comprise the search space, the best (most probable) solution was found to be S=(1221111211111) with a probability of 0.098. The ordering of the genes (variables) in S corre sponds to the numbering of the nodes (i.e. the value of node i is in position i). The best I ()()points (0.8% of the total 12,288 possible points) contain 62% of the probability mass . The second network, BN2 is shown in Figure 2 . Both the topology and probability parameters of BN2 were generated randomly. BN2 has 20 nodes and represents a signiflCall tly larger search space with 7,962,624 poss ible states. This multiply connec ted network has 5 undirected cycles, 15 binary variables and 5 ternary variables, and its most probable state is S=(21212212211222122211) with p=5.98e-5. The third network, BN3 is shown in Figure 3 . BN3 is a simplification of BN2 and has only one cycle. Its optimal solution is S=(21121212212222122121) with p=4.42e-5. The fourth network, BN4, has no links among variables but has the same search space size, and its optimal solution is S=(22211312121222223212) with p=3.1Se-5.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Results from the proposed alg<rithm were compared with the solutions obtained by systematic exhaustive enumeration of all possible system states for BNl, BN2 and BN3. The best SO solutions were stored in order in each run. Each network required approximately 70 hours on a 486 33MHz PC running a C++ implementation. The best solution for BN4 was simply calculated as the product of the largest pior probability of each node.
Results from 135 runs are summarized in Table 2 . In all the runs, the average lifetime was set to 5 generations, which means that 20% of the individuals were replaced in each generatioo. Three parent selector criteria were UICd:
a uniform probability distribution, a distribution proportional to the individual phenotype, and one proportional to a transformed value of the phenotype, where the transformation function is !(phenotype) = 1/{log(phenotype)�. The mutation frequency was 0.025 for runs on BNl, and 0.075 for runs on BN2, BN3, and BN4. Each run required • than one minute.
Figure 3: Topology for Belief Network 3
In Table 2 , TOP N = X% means that in X% of the runs, a solution among the top N was obtained. No&e that the set containing the top SO solutions includes only 0.0006 3% of all the poss ible solutions for BN2. Rank refers to the average rank of the solutions to which the algorithm converged (rank=l corresponds to the optimum). The standard deviations are also included. G indicates the average generation number at which the converged solution was first created. Gc corresponds to the average generation number at which convergence was reached. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the best phenotype. After a good solution is found, the population will take a few generations to converge as shown in Figure S where the evolution of the probability mass of the evolving population as a function of generations is plotted . The point at which the curve in Figure 5 becomes flat (generation 51) corresponds to convergence, the population is uniform and high frequency variations are due to mutations. In this specific run premature convergence was occurring around generation 40 on a genotype obtained in generation 26. As a result of a mutation the local optimum was avoided and the evolution converged to the global optimum in generation 51. EvalG indicates the number of individuals evaluated before G, and similarly, EvalGc �based on Gc. Note that Number of mutations = initial population + Generations * ((births/generation)+ mutations/generation)). The size of the evolving population and the number of runs used are also indicated. Calculations to perform inference on networks with instantiated nodes are the same, except that mutations are not allowed on instantiated nodes. Note that complexity is a function of the number of non instantiated nodes ooly. 
DISCUSSION
For large multiply connected networks, exact inference may not be feasible, rendering approximate algorithms an attractive alternative. Preliminary results have shown that Genetic Algorithms constitute a promising approach to perfmn inference in multiply connected ccmplex systems.
The proposed method yields sub-optimal (and often optimal) solutions in tractable times and avoids the strong sensitivity to the number of undirected loops in the network which makes exact methods not feasible for large models.
A random search to obtain the optimum with a probability of 0.20 (as in BN2 with the transformed phenotype selector) would have required evaluating 1.6 million points at each attempt, a significantly larger amount than the appro ximately 1000 evaluations required bytheGA
The complexity growth of the algOrithm deserves careful atten tion and a large amount of experiments is required to obtain significant statistics. However, preliminary results comparing BNl and BN2 are encouragi ng. BNl is singly connected and represents a space of 12,288 states, whereas BN2 bas 5 cycles, and has a significantly larger search space (7.96 million states). Nevertheless, convergence to solutions among the top N (for small N) required a similar number of point evaluations (around 1 000 ).
Intuitively the sensitivity to the number of cycles in the GA approac h would be small. Nevertheless performance is expecled to be affected by the degree of connec tivity in the network, but not particularly by the number of cycles. By comparing results from BN2 and BN4 using the transformed parent selector it is clear that in the extreme case of 0 arcs the problem is simpler and a greedy algorithm would be more efficient, as expected from considering connec tivity and variable interactions.
There is a class of problems which is hard for GAs in genezal. From a practical and theoretical standpoint it is of interest to study the BN and GA combination JX'OpoSed in this paper to determine whether hard problems are likely to arise and under which conditions this might happen. A problem is deceptive if certain hyperplanes guide the search toward some solution or genetic building block that is not globally competitive (Goldberg 1989) . Whitley (1991) showed that the only problems which pose challenging q>timization tasks are those that involve some degree of deception. According to Davidor (1991) three elements contribute to GA-hardness : (1) the structure of the solution space, (2) the representation of the solution space, and (3) the sampling error which results from fmite and often small population sizes. By changing representations, GA-hardness may be diminished or awided. Davidor (1991) proposed the use of a statistic called epistasis variance to quantify the nap-linearity in a representation. Epistasis (Klug 1986 ) refers to gene interactions. Some degree of interaction . is necessary 10 guide the search in the space, but if interactions are too strong the problem will be hard. Zero epistasis would occur in a network without links. 1be best genotype could be found by a simple gree dy algorithm following an approach similar to (Koutsoupias 1992) starting from a random position and changing genes, one at a time, to the allele which causes the largest improvement to the individual fitness. High epistasis would Occur in a network with each node directly connected with all other nodes. A meaningful improvement in the fitness is expected to occ ur when all the nodes are simultaneously moved to the optimal. Fortunately, the structure which results in BNs has usually enough links to guide the search, and is very seldom fully connec ted. It is this local modularity (gene interactions are limited to immediate neighbors) which supports the notion of small compact blocks making a GA approac h attrac tive over a greed y algorithm.
Results indicate adequate convergence when parents are · selected with a uniform probability and show premature convergence when the parent selection uses the proportional criteria due to the large differences in probabilities of solutions, especially at early stages in the evolution. A bettez parent selection which reduces sensitivity to phenotype values but still gives prefezence to individuals with higher phenotypes is based on the use of a transformed phenotype, as shown· by comparing results from the three parent selection criteria on BN2.
The gene location within the stting representation may be important for the existence (and consequent pezsistence ) of building blocks. Allocating genes in a form such that neighbors in the belief network graph correspond to close genes in the chromosomal string has a theoretically appealing advantage but experiments are required to properly quantify the benefits of having semantically close compact blocks (by representing genotypes as graphs instead of strings).
Future work will explore two approaches for the optimization of the evolution parammeters of the GA. Solution accurac y and performance time can be combined to form a meta-fitness function. The second approac h is based on a continuous revision of parameters as the evolution proceeds . Another area of reseach can exploit the efficient near-optimal global search of GAs togetht2' with some local search procedure to refine the solution once it is close to dle optimwn. According to the results found, location of the optimal solution by a small addi tional addi tional effort is poss ible. A local systematic search starting with �h of the best n elements found can be performed by evaluating points within a specified small distance (measured as the sum of the diff erences between correspo oding alleles ).
Experiments are being conducted to characterize and compare the performance of the proposed algorithm on larger systems with different degrees of connectivity. Experiments to compare this approach with existing appro ximate algorithms will also be conducted.
This work was motivated by the requirements of real-time diagnostic reasoning too ls for large, co�plex, and dynamic systems with strong non-linear interactions. Further research in this area is required to determine whether the proposed approach will prove practically useful to build decision support too ls to diagnose and manage complex systems.
